
MACHiNABlE, SElf-lUBriCATiNg  
liNEr TECHNology 

 DEliVEriNg A HigHEr STANDArD 
of PErforMANCE.



DiSTiNCT PErforMANCE ADVANTAgES for DiVErSE  
AEroSPACE APPliCATioNS.

oscimax® will extend the life and 
improve the performance of your 
bearing systems and assemblies. 

This self-lubricating liner system 

• delivers superior wear resistance

• can be applied to virtually any surface

• is fully machinable

• offers enhanced moisture and  
 corrosion resistance

Its homogeneous formulation is a proprietary 
matrix of thermosetting polymeric resins, 
PTFE, and various other compounds, which 
together create the ideal liner for bearings, 
flat surfaces, complex bearing assemblies, 
and a variety of machined parts. Oscimax®  
is principally used as a self-lubricating liner 
and fretting barrier in a wide array of jet 
engine and airframe assemblies and  
sub-systems, including engine controls, 
thrust reversers, wing surface controls,  
VGV systems, and flight control systems. 

It is available only from NHBB, a world leader 
in the engineering and manufacturing  
of precision bearings and complex bearing  
assemblies for the aerospace and other 
markets.

oscimax.com



less wear means longer life —  
and reduced maintenance costs.
The unique composition of Oscimax® delivers 
outstanding wear resistance and operating 
life for aircraft bearings and assemblies — 
especially in applications where overhaul 
can be prohibitively expensive. Oscimax® 
technology tests better than any of NHBB’s 
fabric-based liners, and tests exceptionally 
well against other machinable self-lubricating 
liner solutions.

Harsh environments?  
No problem.
Oscimax® stands up to the harsh environments 
found in most aerospace applications, where 
exposure to moisture, temperature extremes, 
and corrosive oils and chemicals are part 
of a day’s work. Unlike fabric-based liners, 
Oscimax® is not susceptible to moisture gain, 
offers superior corrosion resistance for liner 
substrates, and performs more consistently 
through changes in temperature.

Machines like a dream.
Oscimax® is fully machinable from surface  
to substrate using conventional drilling, 
honing, milling, reaming and turning 
techniques. When you specify Oscimax®, 
you can count on achieving exact tolerances, 
better fits, and superior performance of your 
bearing assembly.

Wherever you need performance,  
that’s where oscimax® goes.  
And stays.
Inside diameters, outside diameters, flange 
faces, flat surfaces — Oscimax® can be 
applied to virtually any surface configuration. 
It forms a consistent, secure bond to most 
metallic surfaces while promoting higher 
dynamic loads and significantly reducing 
wear rate. It has a thickness range from .005" 
to .015" (.127 – .381 mm) but can be thicker,  
depending on your part geometry.

Take the fret out of fretting barriers.
Use Oscimax® as a barrier or coating to 
protect mating components, housings, and 
other structural elements from fretting and 
galling. It’s an excellent alternative to self-
applied sheets, epoxy tapes, spray-on film 
coatings and woven PTFE liners.

There’s more to come. 
As we continue to develop the technology, 
other alternative formulations will evolve that 
offer specific performance characteristics 
(such as low friction) as well as additional 
uses, like a molded, self-lubricating liner for 
spherical bearings.

Oscimax® XT is approved to AS81934 (25,000 cycles) and exceeds all aspects of the standard’s performance requirements 
beyond 100,000 cycles, as demonstrated by tests conducted by an independent lab.
 

technical information and approvals

AS81934 Room Temperature Dynamic Wear Test
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Oscimax® XT Test Sample A

TesT ParameTers
Oscimax® XT liner, steel bushing, AS81934/1-08C012, 6,300 pounds force, +/- 25° osc., 20-30 cpm

as81934
Allowable Wear Limit



Where is oscimax® used?
Reliable operation and long service life are 
absolutely essential in every aerospace 
assembly. That’s why Oscimax® is ideal for so 
many demanding applications. Here are just 
some of the many ways Oscimax® can help 
you improve performance:

engine control systems   
Dependable performance across a wide 
temperature range is a prerequisite for self-
lubricating PTFE liners in engine subsystems 
for fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters. 
Oscimax® is an excellent choice for variable 
geometry (stator) vane actuators, thrust 
reverser and thrust vector controls, fuel and 
air valve actuators, and more.

Flight control systems   
Consistent wear, long life, and virtually zero 
moisture gain are defining characteristics 
of superior self-lubricating liners for flight 
control applications. Oscimax® enhances the 
performance of actuators, links, and pivots 
found in ailerons, horizontal and vertical 
stabilizers, rudders, and rotor pitch angle 
controls.

Landing gear   
Landing gear subassemblies (shock struts, 
down lock systems, landing gear door control 
rods and others) require self-lubricating 
bearings with precise fits, high load-bearing 
capabilities, and heavy-duty resistance to 

moisture and corrosion. Because Oscimax® is 
fully machinable and practically impermeable 
to moisture and chemicals, it is an excellent 
solution for these demanding applications.

aircraft access doors  
and emergency exits   
Self-lubricating bushings and plain bearings 
for access and emergency exit doors are 
designed to provide smooth, easy motion 
during intermittent service. The superior fit 
and wear characteristics of Oscimax® make 
it ideal for the actuators, hinges, levers, and 
pivot turnbuckles found in entry and exit doors 
on commercial and military aircraft. 

one way we build great  
relationships is by building  
great assemblies.
We’ve learned that customers can most 
successfully achieve their quality, delivery, 
and performance objectives when we work 
with them to consolidate the design and 
production of multiple components into a 
single package delivered by us.

We are experts at adding value to our 
customer relationships through the design 
and manufacture of next-up assemblies and 
machined parts. Long-term customers trust 
and appreciate our capabilities in this arena; 
new customers are amazed by how we can 
streamline their processes and improve the 
quality of their products. 

Adding Oscimax® to our long list of capabilities 
means we have one more way to better serve 
you. Talk to us about how you can succeed 
with our:

· engineering support
· extensive in-house manufacturing
· expert bearing installation
· Oscimax® self-lubricating liner/fretting  
  barrier technology
· complete assembly
· qualification testing
· rigorous quality control

Make oscimax® an integral  
component of your next project.
If your upcoming project would benefit from  
a self-lubricating liner that delivers longer  
life, resistance to corrosion and moisture, 
design flexibility, and application versatility, 
specify Oscimax® and involve NHBB from  
the beginning.

To learn more about how we can help you 
make the most of your application, visit 
oscimax.com or call 603-524-0004 to speak 
to one of our expert product engineers.

* Design dependent       ** Load and temperature dependent          uTested dry at 70ºF

 Dynamic Load  50,000 psi

 static Limit Load  75,000 psi

 static Ultimate Load  112,500 psi

 surface speed  1.5 fpm per as81934

 Nominal Thickness .010 — .015"

 maximum Thickness .030"*

 Operating Temp -65° — +325°F**

 Wear <.004" at 37,500 psi, +/- 25° oscillation and 1,000,000 cyclesu

 Coefficient of Friction .03 — .10**

DiSTiNCT PErforMANCE ADVANTAgES for DiVErSE  
AEroSPACE APPliCATioNS.

performance specifications



Establishing higher performance standards  
in bearing technology and assemblies for jet engine  
and airframe applications. 

This self-lubricating liner system 

• delivers superior wear resistance

• can be applied to virtually any surface

• is fully machinable

• offers enhanced moisture and corrosion resistance

Learn more by visiting  
oscimax.com

We call it OSCIMAX.®  
You’ll call it aWesome.



Astro Division
155 Lexington Drive
Laconia, NH 03246

tel: 603.524.0004    fax: 603.524.9025

Precision Division and  
Corporate Headquarters

9700 Independence Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311 

tel: 818.993.4100    fax: 818.407.5020

HiTech Division
175 Jaffrey Road

Peterborough, NH 03458
tel: 603.924.4100    fax: 603.924.4419

myonic USA

9700 Independence Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311

tel: 818.701.4833    fax: 818.407.5020

NHBB Europe
Siemensstrasse 30

63225 Langen
Germany

tel: (49) 6103.913.341    fax: (49) 6103.913.342

nhbb.com
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